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  I’m sorry but it looks like the page you were trying to access doesn’t exist.
However, I’ve put together a list of my most popular resources below. 
They’re full of useful information and there’s a possibility at least one is relevant to what you were looking for.
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  Paris Wedding & Elopement Guide
Planning your Wedding or Elopement in Paris? This guide will answer a lot of your questions.
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  What to wear for your photoshoot
Wondering what to wear for that special photoshoot? Not to worry, I’ve got it covered here.
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  Getting the most from your engagement photoshoot
Engagement, Pre-Wedding, Anniversary. If you’re planning a photoshoot in Paris this post is written for you.
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  Top 10 Wedding Venues in France
Looking for that dream venue for your Paris wedding? Here are my top 10 favourites.
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  A guide to perfect family photos
Family photos need not be a stressful experience. Read this article on my approach to photographing your family.
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  Choosing your destination Wedding Photographer
Finding your perfect wedding photographer can be a daunting task. This article should help.
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  PUBLISHED
Grace Ormond Weddings - HELLO! Magazine - Tatler Magazine - StyleMePretty - OK Magazine
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  USEFUL RESOURCE LINKS
01. Getting The Most From Your Engagement Photoshoot
02. A Guide To Family Photos
03. Dress Tips For Your Paris Photoshoot
04. Paris Elopement Guide
05. Top 10 Wedding Venues In France
06. Why You Should Consider A Pre-Wedding Photoshoot
07. Choosing Your Destination Wedding Photographer
08. Locations For Your Paris Photoshoot
09. What’s In My Camera Bag
10. The Best Time to Schedule Your Paris Photoshoot
email: ian@ianholmes.net 
skype: ihphotography 
phone: +33 0 673 733 849
WEDDING, ELOPEMENT, ENGAGEMENT, AND FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHER BASED IN PARIS, FRANCE























  
  














    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    




  